A Transforming Teaching Toolkit Webinar

Transforming Teaching 101:
Staying Nimble, Agile and On Top of Rapid Changes to Course Contexts

An overview of the entire Transforming Teaching Toolkit program with a focus on developing an ‘improv’ mindset to make quick course adjustments that maintain core values and principles.

Register Now
Brown Bag Conversations:
*Discussing Decolonization Series*

**Keeping decolonization and Indigenization Alive During a Pandemic**

Thursday, May 21, 2020, 12:00 – 1:00pm

*For more information*

---

Professional Development in University Teaching and Learning (for Grad Students and Post-Docs)

**PUTL IV: Scholarship in Teaching and Learning**

Wednesday, May 27, 2020, 1:30 – 2:30pm

*For more information*

---

A Transforming Teaching Toolkit Webinar

---

Checkout the CTL’s Transforming Teaching Toolkit!

Resources and principles designed to support any teaching situation.
Strategies for Inclusive and Equitable Teaching in Remote Environments

Facilitated by Klodiana Kolomitro, Faculty of Health Sciences, and Lindsay Brant, Centre for Teaching and Learning

Thursday, May 28, 2020; 1:30 - 2:30pm

For more information

Components include: Start Here topics guides with resources, strategies, and recommended technologies for six key areas of teaching and learning; a live webinar series offered in Summer 2020; and a self-assessment tool for instructors to evaluate their own needs and next steps.

View the Toolkit

---

Educational Technology Support

Resource Pages:
Remote Instruction Webpage
onQ Support Website

CTL YouTube Channel Featured Video:
onQ Tour: Example Strategies for Orienting Students to a Course